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By: Email  
 
March 8, 2021 
 
BC Utilities Commission 
410-900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, BC  V6Z 2N3 
 
Attention: Commission Secretary 
 

 
Re: Kyuquot Power Ltd. – Investigation into the Safety and Reliability of the 

KPL System – Project No. 1599094 

Dear Sirs/Mesdames: 
 
Please find enclosed two letters which together comprise the final submissions of the 
KCFN in respect of the above noted investigation.  Please note that both of these 
submissions are sealed by the authors.   

Yours truly, 

 
Crabtree Law 

 

Per: Andrew Crabtree 

 
 
Andrew Crabtree  
andrew@crabtreelaw.ca 
778.242.6797 

 

 

 

CRABTREE 
LAW 
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TE Burns Engineering 

March 8, 2021 

Attention:  Cynthia Blackstone, KCFN Chief Administrative Officer 

Sam Rogers, P.Eng., KCFN Asset Management Advisor  

Andrew Crabtree, LL.B, Crabtree Law  

Re:  Response to Exhibit D-28 and KPL Final Argument 
 
March 2020 Outages 
 
KPL states in the KPL Final Argument  page 7: 
 
 

 
 
(Highlighting is mine) 
 
Despite numerous emails (Exhibit A2-10 pages 4 to 6) between myself, Addy Power 
and BC Hdyro, the KPL Field Service Representative (Addy Power) continued to re-
fuse the POI with an undersized fuse link.  See exerpt from A2-10 below: 
 

 
(Highlighting is mine) 
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To the best of my knowledge Addy Power has been acting as the KPL Field Service 
Representative for several years.  As stated in Exhibit C2-6 on page 4 and 5 (Sealed 
Burns letter A). It would have been impossible for any fuse smaller than a 25T to 
have survived winter peak loads beyond 2014.  Had Addy Power re-fused the BC 
Hydro/KPL POI since December 2014 they would have had to use a 25T or larger 
link and therefore should have known that the 10T fuse link was inadequate. 
 
Between the dates of March 6th and 16th, 2020 the insistence on installing the 
undersized fuse links at the BC Hydro/KPL POI caused a substantial number of 
unnecessary hours without network power to Houpsitas and the surrounding 
Kyuquot area. 
 
Reliability  Peak Demand 
 
KCFN supports KPL s actions to have the POI fuse size increased to 30T with the 
subsequent increase in the line s capacity to 561 kW (assuming the continuous peak 
current of 39 amps @ 14.4 kV). 
 
KCFN also supports KPL installing a demand meter at the KPL/KCFN POI 
providing that KCFN can be informed of the monthly demand of Houpsitas. 
 
In fact, in Exhibit D5 IR 11.1 KPL states that (Highlighting mine): 
 

 
 
KPL could not have know with certainty that the 9.4% demand increase was caused 
by KCFN without a demand meter at the POI. 
 
In an attempt to approximate the expected relative demand of KCFN on the KPL 
sysem in Exhibit C2-6 we presented the table and chart showing the relationship 
between KCFN electrical energy consumption and KPL overall electrical energy 
consumption  see below: 
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KPL expressed concern (Exhibit D28 page 2): 
 

 
 
KPL s concern was that the chart presented shows the relationship between electric 
energy consumption of the KCFN network as part of the overall KPL network, not 
the relationship between electrical demand, as they put it - not an apples-to-apples 
comparison .  This is true, however, in the absence of any direct means of 
measuring demand changes in overall energy consumption, particularly in simple 
residential situations, is an approximate proxy for demand. 
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KPL s installation of a demand meter at the POI will give a more a more accurate 
picture of the portion of KPL s overall demand that comes from Houpsitas, although 
without concurrent readings between the BC Hydro/KLP POI and the KPL/KCFN 
POI, it is still an approximation. 
 
GOLB S3  Joint Operation 
 
This issue has been addressed in several Exhibits, The most recent being C2-6 pages 
6 to 8 and KPL s response D28  Pages 3 to 8 and in KPL s final argument page 13. 
 
To summarize: 
 

 GOLB switch S3 was installed on KCFN structure #10 to facilitate timely 
isolation in the event of an emergency and to facilitate planned outages 
necessary for various maintenance activities on structures that support both 
KCFN and KPL conductors 

 The primary objective of this installation was to provide a ground operated 
safe means of isolating the downstream power system in the case of a life-
threatening emergency (such as a downed powerline where the fuse failed to 
trip).  This device was intended to be available for operation by either KPL 
or KCFN personnel.  Such operations were to be governed by a joint 
operating order approved by KPL and KCFN which would clearly define 
when and under what circumstances the switch would be operated.  As of 
this writing, such a joint operating order has not been developed. 

 At this time, it seems that KPL is agreeable to create a joint operating order 
that would govern the operation of the switch.  

 The difference in opinion is around the implementation of a dual key system. 
The dual key system would require a KPL Field Service Representative to be 
present at S3 along with a KCFN Representative to operate the switch. 

 
Discussion: 
 
A downed power pole structure fortunately is a rare event, although as the system 
ages it becomes a higher risk.  Of more concern is the ability of the distribution 
network to effectively de-energize the conductors if a structure were to fail. 
 
As was discussed in the Elite Engineering  Kyuquot Power Coordination and Short 
Circuit Study  May 25, 2006 (Exhibit D-3-1 NON-CONFIDENTIAL-KPL-
Response): 
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The fact that there are limited fault levels, a common situaiton where there is a long 
single phase line with most of the electrical load at the end, means that the amount 
of fault current needed to melt the fuse link is low and fuses will generally take 
longer to melt.  Or, in the case of a line laying on the ground where there may be 
higher than normal fault impedance, they may not melt at all leaving and energized 
and potentially leathal hazard completely exposed to the public.  We have witnessed 
a similiar situation with a tree on the powerline withing the last 6 months. 
 
Thus the need for a means to rapidly and safely isolate the line in the case of an 
emergency by an operator on the ground  GOLB S3.  The dual key lock system 
suggested by Primary Engineering will defeat the purpose of rapidly isolating the 
line because it will require a KPL Service Representative to travel to site involving a 
delay of sereveral hours in the best case scenario.  We believe this is an 
unacceptable risk to public safety. 
 
As recommended in previous submissions we would like to work with qualified 
representatives from KPL to develop a joint operating order for GOLB S3.  The 
operating order would define the following (and any other items that come up in 
discussion): 
 

 What would be the training requirments for any personel designated to operate 
S3. 

 What is the procedure for operating S3. (ie: What other switching needs to 
happen before or concurrently with the operation of S3) 

 Under what emergency circumsances would the switch be operated without 
notice. 

 If the switch is operated in an emergency, what is the protocol for notifying 
KPL. 

 If the switch is to be operated to facilitate planned maintenance by either KPL 
or KCFN what is the protocol for jointly planning such operations. 

 
Currently there are fused cutouts at KCFN pole P2 (40T) and KPL pole P603 (where 
the KCFN Primary Meter is installed).  The size of the KPL fuse link at P603 is 
unknown.  Since this is the KCFN/KPL point of interconnection we request 
information as to the size of this fuse link at KPL P603. 
 
Fused cutouts provide valuable visual confirmation the fuse has melted and isolated 
the downstream portion of the line. When fuse operates (melts) the cutout door  
latches free and hangs open.  This is verification that the fuse has de-energized the 
downstream portion of the circuit. 
 
This can assist in determining the need to operate S3. 
 
There is, however, no fused cutout for the KPL fly over line and therefore no way of 
determining if it is de-energized.  We request that KPL have a fused cutout with fuse 
link sensitive enough to melt in the case of a downstream fault installed on either 
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KPL pole P602 or P603.  That way there will be visual confirmation that a 
downstream fault has been cleared and the operation of S3 may be avoided. 
 
We look forward to working with KPL to develop a joint operating order for the S3 
switch to improve the safety for both of our networks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sincerely,  

 
 
Tom Burns, P.Eng. 
Principal, TE Burns Engineering Ltd 
 

Cell: 250.896.3919 
Email: tom@teburnseng.com 
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VIA EMAIL 

Andrew Crabtree, LL.B 

Crabtree Law 

1018-650 West Georgia Street 

Vancouver, BC 

andrew@crabtreelaw.ca 

 

RE:     Kyuquot Power Ltd. – Investigation into the Safety and Reliability of the KPL  
          System – Intervener Final Arguments  

Mr. Crabtree: 

As requested by the Ka:'yu:'k't'h'/Che:k'tles7et'h' First Nations KCFN , I have reviewed 

all British Columbia Utilities Commission ( BCUC ) exhibits forming part of the above 

mentioned investigation.  

This letter provides professional comment on non-technical matters related to submissions 

from all parties.  

DISCLOSURE OF POTENTIAL PERCEIVED CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

any real, or perceived, conflicts of interest prior to providing comment. SBR Consulting Ltd. 
( SBR ) provides ongoing project management and general engineering oversight services 
to KCFN. These services have included preparing certain documents included in BCUC 
exhibits forming part of this investigation.  

This ongoing contract with the KCFN includes providing Mr. Sam Rogers, P.Eng. with a KCFN 
email account and the title, Asset Management Advisor/Manager of Capital Projects.  

Neither SBR, nor any of its employees, hold any financial interest in Kyuquot Power Ltd. 
ity supplied by KPL.  

HISTORY OF KPL’s ELECTRIFICATION OF THE KYUQUOT AREA 

Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) to construct and operate a single phase 14.4 kV 

distribution line running from the BC Hydro line at Oclueje to Kyuquot. SERL is a wholly 

they 

dro were 

to extend the line, they would require that a 3-phase line be built.  

In November 2001 the BCUC issued SERL a CPCN for this powerline. SERL then founded a 

wholly-

:dNII------
SBR CONSULTING LTD. 
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of operating the distribution line. The capital cost for this project was estimated at $3.6M. 

This included connecting customers on islands downstream of Houpsitas.  

In June 2006, KPL completed construction of this powerline. At this time Houpsitas was 

classified as Indian Reserve #6 (IR#6). Through an Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada 

this powerline.  

In January 2007, the Ka:'yu:'k't'h'/Che:k'tles7et'h' First Nations 

the BCUC stating in part that, “…it is the position of the Ka:'yu:'k't'h'/Che:k'tles7et'h' First 
Nations that Synex and KPL are not properly serving their customers, are not acting in the 
best interest of the community and therefore are not meeting our needs. As such, KCFN is 
requesting that the CPCN held by KPL be revoked and that BC Hydro be allowed to work 
with the community in finding reliable, environmentally friendly and affordable solutions to 
meet our energy needs, as is enjoyed by most of the rest of the province.” 

revoked.  

In April 2011, as signatories to the Maa-nulth Final Agreement, KCFN became a Treaty First 

Nation. As such, Houpsitas became private fee simple property owned by KCFN and ceased 

to be classified as an Indian Reserve. KCFN adopted a constitution that provides for a 

democratically elected government. Through these elected government bodies KCFN 

exercise law-making authorities in accordance with the Canadian Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms, the Treaty, and their own constitutions. As such, agreements for access to 

infrastructure previously on Federal Land (IR#6) would not necessary remain legally in force. 

Any such agreements would require ratification by the new government. 

Engineering design and construction oversight for the KPL powerline was provided by Sigma 

subsidiary of Synex International Inc.  The Engineer of Record from Sigma for this powerline 

was Mr. Glenn McDonnell, P.Eng. Based on publicly available information, Mr. McDonnell sold 

$286,285 worth of Synex International shares between February 2018 and October 2018. 

BCUC Exhibit D-3-1 includes a letter from Mr. McDonnell related to KPL operations  on 

Sigma letterhead  dated April 11 Manager. In a 

January 2020 email from Mr. Daniel Russell, President of Synex, he states that Mr. McDonnell 

had retired in August 2019 and that Mr. Winston Wong, P.Eng. should now be the day-to-

day contact. 

The president of Synex International Inc. between July 2001 and January 2019 was Mr. Greg 

Sunell, P.Eng. Mr. Sunell was replaced by Mr. Daniel Russell as President in January 2019 

gful 

dismissal suit filed by Mr. Sunell against Synex with the Supreme Court of BC, Synex 

subsequently fired him on January 11, 2019.  edIn profile, he 

is currently self-employed as a Renewable Energy Consultant. Based on publicly available 

information, it appears Mr. Sunell currently owns 13.6% of Synex shares.  

~ 
SBR CONSUlJING lJO 
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BACKGROUND OF KCFN’s COMPLAINT 

There were two key documents provided to the BCUC by KCFN at the start of this 
investigation. These are BCUC Exhibits A2-10 and A2-11. These documents include detailed 
timelines of events and communications between various key parties in the lead up to this 
investigation. It is recommended that the BCUC thoroughly review these exhibits as part of 
the final argument process.  

SBR was engaged by KCFN in 2019 for the purpose of reviewing the operational condition 
of all major community infrastructure servicing Houpsitas. This included the power supply 
and distribution system.  

Technical Safety BC ( TSBC ) 
for both the KPL powerline supplying the Kyuquot Area and the KFCN powerline running 
through Houpsitas.  

Based on initial review of powerline assets, and discussions with HB personnel, it became 
apparent that there were ongoing safety concerns to do with operations. These operational 
concerns involved both local KCFN members employed by KPL and HB personnel. It also 
became apparent that the HB personnel most frequently working in Houpsitas did not hold 
the required credentials, nor have the recommended knowledge, for working on high voltage 
power distribution systems. My most concerning observation was, however, that there was 
no direct professional engineering oversight in place for either the KPL or KCFN systems. 

In March 2019, through investigatory work being undertaken by the First Nations of the 
Maa-nulth Treaty Society, a condition report looking at the power system servicing Houpsitas 
was completed. This report was completed by Coast Powerline and is included in BCUC 
Exhibit A2-11. This report noted a number of safety and code compliancy issues on both the 
KCFN and KPL sections of powerline. This report also notes the existence of six (6) power 
poles on the KPL line between Houpsitas and Chamiss Bay that are five to fifteen feet shorter 
than as indicated on the record drawings/information provided by Sigma. This has resulted 
in ground clearance issues being created. This report did not look at the section of KPL 
powerline running between Oclueje and Fair Harbour.  

In November 2019 KCFN retained the services of Mr. Tom Burns, P.Eng. to be the Engineer 
of Record for their power system. Mr. Burns is the Principal of TEBurns Engineering Ltd. and 
has close to 40 years of electrical utility experience  including 32 years with BC Hydro. The 

leaving BC Hydro Mr. Burns has specialized in consulting for municipal and privately owned 
high voltage networks.  

view of the power supply and distribution system servicing 
Houpsitas, he noted a number of fairly serious life-safety issues. Sealed letters and Site 
Instructions from Mr. Burns related to these issues are included in BCUC Exhibit A2-11. 
Despite many attempts to engage at a professional level, neither KPL nor HB were receptive 
to working with KCFN to address the safety issues raised by Mr. Burns. 

In January 2020 KCFN replaced HB Energy as the holder of their TSBC issued operating 
permit with High Tide Energy. KCFN also retained the services of VIP Powerline to complete 
required maintenance/repair work on their power system. Powerline crews from both Coast 
Powerline and VIP Powerline completed work in Houpsitas during December 2019, January 
2020, March 2020, July 2020, September 2020, and November 2020. This work has required 
barging in bucket trucks and digger trucks. All work completed has been under the oversight 
of Mr. Burns.  

~ 
SBR CONSUlJING lJO 
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On March 6, 2020 at around 9:24pm heavy snowfall in Houpsitas resulted in a power outage 
on the entire KPL utility. Luckily, VIP Powerline happened to be in Houpsitas at that time 
and were able to repair the damage early the next day, however, the KPL utility was not re-
energized until around 7:30pm.  

Between March 8, 2020 and March 16, 2020 the KPL utility repeatedly de-energized due to 
an undersized fuse being placed at the BC Hydro / KPL Point of Interconnection. Over this 
period, both KPL, and contractors working for KPL, repeatedly stated that the outages were 
being caused by a recent change 
repeatedly informing them that the issue was in fact an undersized fuse 

with a professional engineer representing KPL, KPL failed to provide such a representative 
to discuss this issue with Mr. Burns. Based on information provided by KPL through this 
BCUC investigation, Mr. Burns has since been able to confirm that the fuses installed by KPL 
line contractors during this period would have become too small as of December 2014. 

On March 11, 2020 I sent an email to the BCUC expressing my general frustration with how 
the KPL utility was being operated/managed. This email was sent from my KCFN email 
address through my ongoing role with the KCFN. My most serious concern at that time was 

 and continues to be  my 
view that this has led, and continues to lead, to unsafe conditions that, in my view, are 
endangering the public. This email is included BCUC Exhibit A2-10, however, I have also 
included it as an attachment to this letter. 

REVIEW COMMENTS ON KPL’s COMPLIANCE FILINGS TO THE BCUC  

omply with BCUC orders generated through 

submissions to the BCUC. 

Requirement of Documents Approved by a Professional Engineer 

With respect to the BCUC relying on unseal

engineer for decision making purposes, please see the excerpt below from Engineers & 

 

Use of Seal, Section 3.7.1.1:  

If the document will be relied on, whether for bidding, permitting, 
construction, implementation, use, or other reliance, Seal the Document.  

All documents submitted to the BCUC by a professional engineer that are intended to be 

relied on for decision making or implementation purposes should be required to be properly 

sealed. 

This concern is specifically directed at BCUC Exhibits A2-6, D-16, and D-26. It is not clear 
whether the professional engineers whose names are on the documents included in these 
exhibits originally sealed the documents, or whether seals were somehow removed prior to 
posting. Either way, it is my view that all such documents being considered as part of this 
investigation should be sealed.  

Argument (BCUC File 64931). Such arguments should not be considered unless under seal. 

~ 
SBR CONSUlJING lJO 
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Jurisdiction/Ownership of “Joint Use” Structures 

There are jurisdictional and ownership issues that require addressing in locations where 

 

-3. This exhibit is 

September 23, 2020. 

It is important the following points are clear to all parties reviewing this file (addition 

supporting information on these points have been provided in various BCUC exhibits forming 

part of this investigation): 

1. A es are owned by KCFN, not KPL.  

2. KCFN have jurisdiction over KCFN Treaty Settlement Land (TSL). This means KCFN 

have the authority to make and implement laws  and decide what outside entities 

are permitted to operate on TSL. If KPL wishes to continue to run their power 

through private KCFN land using KCFN owned infrastructure, a formal agreement 

with KCFN will be required. 

3. There are no cost sharing or asset management agreements in place between KCFN 

 

4. KPL is currently using a ~1.6km length of KCFN owned powerline (poles & 

conductor) to transmit utility power through to downstream customers. This section 

of line runs alongside a road through a crown corridor prior to entering the School 

District 84 property. KPL has never compensated KCFN for use of this section of 

line, and KCFN are currently responsible for all operational and maintenance costs 

associated with this section of line.  

5. KCFN consider all parts of the April 1, 2011 (registered June 21, 2011) Statutory 

Right-of-Way Agreement between KCFN and KPL that encompass locations not 

within KCFN Treaty Settlement Lands null and void.  This includes the 1.6km 

section of line identified in Item 3. KCFN did not hold legal title to the land on which 

this section of line exists at the time this agreement was created, nor does KCFN 

currently hold legal title to this land. KCFN have a Statutory Right-of-Way 

Agreement with the Province of British Columbia granting rights to operate and 

maintain this section of powerline. This is similar to the right-of-way agreement(s) 

KPL has with the Province of British Columbia for the sections of their powerline 

that run along forest service roads. Any right of way agreement authorizing KPL to 

operate/maintain this section of powerline would have to be granted by the 

Province of British Columbia  and would require the consideration of KCFN.  

6. KCFN object to KPL having commandeered the 1.6km section of KCFN owned line 

identified in Item 3. KCFN require use of this conductor for planned future projects, 

so want KPL to stop using it. KPL should install their own conductor if they wish to 

transmit power through to downstream customers. KCFN feel this should have been 

done when KPL first connected to the Kyuquot Area.   

 

 

~ 
SBR CONSUlJING lJO 
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7. KPL is currently usi -

n-  which has resulted in clearance issues 

maintain required limits of approach when completing certain maintenance work 

-

complications with regards to utility operations. At a minimum, KPL will be required 

-

Engineer of Record, Mr. Tom Burns. 

8. While KCFN have in theory granted KPL a utility right-of-way agreement for the 

-

established to address the ongoing operational and maintenance costs associated 

with the KCFN owned structures KPL is using. There is also no agreement in place 

for de- -

-

applicable safety standards and that formal agreements should be entered into for 

ongoing operations. This will help alleviate the ongoing safety issues associated 

with the current configuration. 

9. KCFN have several large capital projects in the planning/design stages that will 

increase the amount of power currently being consumed. Up until this BCUC 

investigation, KPL had been claiming capacity on their utility was not cause for 

directly impacting KCFN community planning. KCFN need to when, or if, additional 

power will be available  and if additional power does become available, how much 

will become available for KCFN use.  

10. Prior to KCFN being able to move forward with any further discussions or negotiations 
with KPL, KCFN are requesting KPL authorize a properly qualified powerline engineer 
to discuss technical/operational issues on their behalf.  Similarly, KCFN have retained 
Mr. Tom Burns, P.Eng. from TEBurns Engineering and have authorized him to act on 

 

GOLB Switch (S3) 

As has been made clear, this switch (S3) is located on a KCFN owned pole and is connected 

to KCFN owned conductors. Unless additional evidence is produced showing otherwise, I do 

not believe KPL has any legal claim to the conductor they are using to transmit power 

through to downstream customers. This is something that KPL should have addressed with 

the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development at the 

time their CPCN was issued  or soon thereafter. Confusion over operating procedures with 

regards to this switch, and - for concern  as 

this creates a potential safety issue. For this reason, KCFN have repeatedly requested that 

KPL agree to work on developing proper joint operating procedures.  

downstream customers. The only time S3 would be opened is in the event of an emergency 

or if/when maintenance work requiring an outage is taking place. The only reason an overall 

-

~ 
SBR CONSUlJING lJO 
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prior to KCFN filing this complaint, there were two switches on the KPL system without locks 

on them. This means any member of the general public could have turned the power off to 

all KPL customers downstream of the switches at any time. Locks on these switches have 

argument against S3. I do agree a joint operating procedure should be created though, 

however, this agreement would be based a single lock.  

Legal Tenure for KPL Submarine Cable Running Between Houpsitas & Walters 
Island 

I am concerned that a legal tenure may not exist for where KPL has connected Walters 

Island to their utility via a submarine cable from Houpsitas. Based on information available 

though IMapBC, no such tenure is visible. 

I would like to see proof of such a tenure registered with the Province of British Columbia 
exists. 

Comments on KPL Submissions for BCUC Order No. G-280-20 and G-309-20 

On December 29, 2020 KPL provided a submission meant to meet the requirements of BCUC 

Orders No. G-280-20 and G-309-20. Below are excerpts from these and my comments. 

 

Based on my review of all reports forming part of this investigation, I disagree that there is 
no urgent or priority vegetation management required. Refer to the supplemental report 
provided by TEBurns Engineering regarding this.  

This is obviously an area for debate though. While it is known that there are a number of 
isolated locations along almost 
are burning, I do not believe there is any requirement/regulation that states this not allowed. 
The question then becomes, what should reasonably be expected? 
power outages are the only metric by which the functionality of a power utility be measured 
is slightly concerning. Issues with power quality, nuisance recloser trips, and forest fire 
potential can certainly be realized well prior to actual outages being caused.  

B. DIRECTIVE 1. 

"KPL is directed to provide the BCUC with a vegetation management plan identifying all urgent vegetation work 
on the KPL System {Vegetation Plan) by December 9, 2020. The Vegetation Plan shall be approved by a qualified 
utility arborist and shall include: 

a. An action plan to complete priority items by December 20, 2020; and 
b. An action plan and schedule to complete all remaining urgent vegetation work." 

RESPONSE 

The Vegetation Plan as prepared by Asplundh is included in Appendix 3A. The Vegetation Plan consist s of : 

• Part 1, " routine Vegetation Maintenance", primarily trimming and slashing; and 

• Part 2, " Hot-Spotting or Hazard Tree Removals" . 

No work is identified as "urgent" or "priority" . 

~ 
SBR CONSUlJING lJO 
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It is also concerning that KPL appear to be ignoring all recommendations that Certified Utility 
Arborists be used for the purpose of physical vegetation management. The reason these 
recommendations are being repeatedly made is because much of the line now requires 
trimming of tree branches at or above the height of the utility, not simply brushing and 
falling of smaller trees growing under the line. This point seems to be missed by KPL. The 
only way to efficiently trim these branches is with an insulated bucket truck.    

By using a proper vegetation management company to complete this work, the issue of 
branches and trees remaining laying under the power lines, and in the roadside ditches 
would be mitigated. As it stands, brushed trees and branches are simply being left laying 
roadside  often partially in the ditches. If not addressed, this will eventually become an 
issue to be raised with the Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural 
Development.  

 

KPL failed to submit a Vegetation Management Plan Completion Report approved by a 
qualified utility arborist by December 29, 2020. No request for an extension for this 
submission was made by KPL to the BCUC, and no pre-emptive extension was granted for 
this submission by the BCUC to KPL. 

Fall 202 At this time there 
is nothing for a certified utility arborist to approve.
between Oclueje and Fair Harbour, KPL also de-energized the powerline on Walters Island 
on multiple occasions to complete vegetation management work that should require the 
oversight and approval of a utility arborist.  

 

Based on my review, KPL failed to submit a Maintenance Plan Completion Report approved 
by a professional engineer by December 29, 2020.  No request for an extension for this 
submission was made by KPL to the BCUC, and no pre-emptive extension was granted for 
this submission by the BCUC to KPL. 

C. DIRECTIVE 2 

"KPL is directed to provide the BCUC with a report demonstrating the completion of the action items identified in 
Directive 1.1 (a) {Vegetation Plan Completion Report) by no later than December 29, 2020. The Vegetation Plan 
Completion Report shall be approved by a qualified utility arborist." 

E. DIRECTIVE 4 

"KPL is directed to provide the BCUC with a report demonstrating the completion action items identified in 
Directive 3(a) (Maintenance Plan Completion Report) by no later than December 29, 2020. The Maintenance 
Plan Completion Report shall be approved by a qualified professional engineer." 

RESPONSE 

A Maintenance Plan Completion Report will be provided to BCUC no later than December 29, 2020. 

~ 
SBR CONSUlJING lJO 
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Below is the response to Directive 5, as included in Exhibit D-16, KPL is referring to: 

 

Based on my review, KPL failed to submit a full safety and condition assessment report by 
December 9, 2020.  No request for an extension for this submission was made by KPL to 
the BCUC, and no pre-emptive extension was granted for this submission by the BCUC to 
KPL. 

 

  

F. DIRECTIVE 5 

"KPL is directed to provide the BCUC with a detailed scope and timeframe to complete KPL 's full safety and 
condition assessment report {Assessment Report), which was included in KPL's March 30, 2020 System Stabilization 
Plan by December 9, 2020." 

RESPONSE 

Please refer to KPL's response to Directive 5 in Exhib it D-16 

RESPONSE 

Att ached as Appendix 3C is the detailed scope in the form of a Table of Contents of KPL's full safety and 

condit ion assessment report. There appears to be a m isunderstanding of what constitutes KPL' s full safety and 

condition assessment report. As set out in Exhibit D-31, KPL did not accept the recommended strategy 

contained in the March 30, 2020 System Stabilization Plan . This strategy wa s a mix of day to day system 

reporting and longer t erm system stability con siderations that would not be practicable to implement. The 

reliability and stability of the KPL System will be most dependent on effects from increasing peak electric ity 

demand. Appendix 3C reports on the existing system as wel l as the challenge of maintaining stabi lity whi le 

dealing with increases in demand for electricity. 

G. DIRECTIVE 6 

"KPL is directed to conduct a review of its maintenance and safety management procedures under the guidance 
of a qualified professiona l engineer. KPL is directed to provide a report to the BCUC out lining the findings of the 
review and plans to implement any recommended changes to its ma intenance and safety management 
procedures by December 29, 2020." 

RESPONSE 

Review and Implementation of Maintenance and Safety Management Procedures 

The review and implementation of changes ar ising from the Investigation into the Safety and Reliability of the KPL 
System are as follows : 

a) KP L has engaged Greg Sunell to provide on going operationa l management functions. Greg Sunell is a 
professional engineer with experience related to electr ical distribution systems who acts in a consu ltancy 

role to KPL. Greg Sunell managed the KPL System since its inception in 2006 until 2018. Further, he 
previously managed utility systems at Field, Kwa dacha and Tsay Keh as well as management of the Holberg 
Grid Connect ion (a 40km, 25kV distribution power line) and the Mears Generation Station power line (a 
25km, 25kV power line) . 

~ 
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KPL submitted the excerpt included below summarizing the findings of the maintenance and 
safety management review: 

 

It is unclear whether KPL is claiming Mr. Sunell is the professional engineering that was 
responsible for overseeing this review or not. Either way, it is my view that has KPL failed 
to conduct a proper review of its maintenance and safety management procedures under 
the guidance of a qualified professional engineer. 

I recommend requesting confirmation on who the professional engineer is that KPL has relied 
on to oversee this review. If it was Mr. Sunell, I recommend requesting that Mr. Sunell 
confirm he is a practicing professional engineer with current liability insurance and is abiding 

 

1. Practice only in those fields where training and ability make the registrant 

professionally competent. 

2. Provide accurate information in respect of qualifications and experience. 

3. Avoid situations and circumstances in which there is a real or perceived conflict of 

interest and ensure conflicts of interest, including perceived conflicts of interest, are 

properly disclosed and necessary measures are taken so a conflict of interest does 

not bias decisions or recommendations. 

Record of Power Outages – Fall/Winter 2020/2021 

KPL has provided the excerpt below to BCUC as a record of power outages affecting the 
Kyuquot Area during the Fall/Winter of 2020/2021: 

 

  

KPL has determined that the continuation of its current electrical contractor(s) and local contractor(s) for the 
electrical maintenance and vegetation management work is appropriate and cost effective . 

Separately, KP L is reviewing the capacity of the KPL system and longer term planning matters. The findings of 
this review may result in adjustments to the annual maintenance and vegetation plans, although this review is 
unlikely to materially affect the current plans. 

For the period Ju ly 1, 2020 to January 1, 2021, t here were 5 power outages totaling 162 hours which affect ed all 
of Kyuquot customers. A ll of the outages were attributab le to power loss on the BC Hydro feeder connecting to 
the KPL System (none of t he outages are att ributable to KPL or the KPL System). Most of the expected high w ind 
event s have occurred as KPL considers the "storm season" to be about Oct 15 to Feb 15. 

The list of individua l outages are as follows; 

a) Sept 12, 2020 
b) Oct 29-31, 2020 
c) Nov 17-20, 2020 
d) Nov 27-28, 2020 
e) Dec 18-19, 2020 

BC Hydro planned outage 
BC Hydro forced outage due to high winds/ t rees 
BC Hydro forced outage due to high winds/ t rees 
BC Hydro forced outage due to high winds/ t rees 
BC Hydro forced outage due to high winds/ t rees 

The average annual to tal of outage hours affect ing Kyuquot customers over the 15 years of operat ion is 264 hours 
as compared to the fi rst half on 2020/2021 total ing 162 hours. 

~ 
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Through my role with the KCFN, I have been independently tracking power outages for this 
same time-period and have been providing regular updates to the BCUC. Below is a record 
of full, unplanned, outages: 

1. October 13th to 16th - 77 hours straight 

2. October 29th to 31st - 34 hours straight 

3. Nov. 17th to 20th - 84hrs straight 

4. Nov. 27th to 28th - 14.5 hrs straight 

5. Dec. 18th to 19th - 21.5 hrs straight 

6. Jan. 2nd - 5 hrs straight 

Total outages: 235 hrs 

Houpsitas ran on the backup community generator during these outages, so local residents 

had electricity, however, the SD84 school, Walters Island, and the Outer Islands were all 

without electricity. 

There have also been several nuisance trips of KCFN's generator  which are expected to 

have been caused by intermittent line contact by trees/branches on either the KPL or BC 

Hydro sections of line. These are not included in this list. 

October 13th to 16th  77 Hour Outage 

Power went out to the Kyuquot Area just after 8 am on Tuesday, October 13th. Power then 

went out on the BC Hydro supply line from Zeballos to Oclueje just after 8:30 am the same 

morning. Power to the BC Hydro section of line was restored just before 8:30 pm on 

Wednesday, October 14th. It is understood this was either the last, or second to last, outage 

to be restored on BC Hydro's system following the October 13th windstorm that caused 

multiple outages on Vancouver Island. Power was restored on the KPL system around 1pm 

on October 16th. 

October 29th to 31st  34 Hour Outage 

Power went out from Zeballos to Kyuquot just before 11:30 pm on October 29th. Power was 

restored on BC Hydro's section of line at 1:30 pm on October 30th. Power was restored on 

the KPL system around 9:30 am on October 31st.  

November 17th to 20th  84 Hour Outage 

Overnight on November 16th and on the morning of the 17th, Northern Vancouver Island 

experienced a significant windstorm that caused widespread power outages up and down 

the Island. 

Around 3:30 am on November 17th power went out to the Kyuquot Area. 

At or around 8:54 am on November 17th power went out to Oclueje (the BC Hydro/KPL 

POI). 

At or around 9:10 am on November 17th power went out to Zeballos and Tahsis (which is 

upstream of Oclueje). 

~ 
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There were multiple locations on the KPL line that experienced damage due to falling trees 

and branches. 

On November 18th KPL informed the SD84 school in Kyuquot that the powerline contractor 

they use would not be able to attend to the KPL line until after they were done tending to 

other BC Hydro outages. 

There was damage to the line between Tahsis and Zeballos requiring BC Hydro helicopter in 

crews. 

By early afternoon on November 20th KPL powerline contractors had repaired the damage 

caused by falling trees and branches. 

At or around 3:30 pm on November 20th power was restored to Oclueje (the BC Hydro/KPL 

POI). Power was restored on the KPL system at the same time. 

November 27th to 28th  14.5 Hour Outage 

At or around 9:49 am on November 27th power went out to Oclueje (the BC Hydro/KPL 

POI). This means power was lost to the Kyuquot Area as well. 

Power was restored to both Oclueje and on the KPL system around 12:20 am on November 

28th. 

December 18th to 19th  21.5 Hour Outage 

Power went out to the Kyuquot Area around 3 pm on December 18th. 

Power went out to the BC Hydro section of line between Zeballos and Oclueje at or around 

5:37 pm on December 18th. 

Power was restored to both the BC Hydro and on the KPL system around 1 pm on December 

19th. 

January 2nd  5 Hour Outage 

Power went out to the Kyuquot Area around 8:04 am on January 2nd. This outage was 

caused due to a tree down on the BC Hydro section of line between Zeballos and Oclueje. 

Power was restored to both the BC Hydro and on the KPL system around 1 pm on January 

2nd. 
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GENERAL COMMENTS & CLOSURE 

Since I was first hired by KCFN and started attempting to work with KPL to address safety 
concerns with their utility, KPL personnel, and representatives of companies employed by 
KPL, have made concerted efforts to have me fired, blame KCFN for issues they have 
created, discredit qualified contractors and consultants hired by KCFN, and avoid proactively 
addressing very real safety issues that have been raised. They have yet to hire a qualified 
professional engineer to act on their behalf in regards to technical matters. To date KPL 
appear to make protecting themselves against potential legal liability a priority over 
engaging with KCFN to address ongoing issues. 

In BCUC Exhibit D- In the event that there is a significant load increase 
and it causes the fuse to fail, KPL would request the KCFN to…voluntary reduce any 
discretionary electrical loads…” Should KCFN not be able to reduce its electricity 
demand, KPL would request KCFN disconnect from the KPL System…”  

As late as July 2019, the president of Synex International informed a KPL customer via email 
..our capacity is currently less then 50% . Due to this, any claims 

by KPL at this point that recent increases in electrical consumption by KCFN somehow justify 
refusing service to KCFN is meritless. Additionally, KPL have added significant loads at the 
SD84 property and in Fair Harbour between 2018 and 2019. KPL have remained silent on 
this fact throughout this BCUC investigation. 

In my opinion, an electrical utility should be required to either have qualified personnel on 
staff, or have an engineering firm on retainer that is responsible for, and holds liability on, 
technical matters related to the utilit  operation. The ability to provide opinions to the 
BCUC as part of this investigation regarding technical matters related to powerline operation 
should be restricted to those qualified to do so. Such professional comments should be 
sealed.  

Myself, Tom Burns, and KCFN are well aware of the challenges associated with operating a 
powerline in this remote location. In 2001 KPL approached the BCUC and argued a business 
case for the long-term viability of this powerline though. At that time BC Hydro stated they 
would install a 3-phase line if they were to build a line. KPL should have been aware from 
the onset of the challenges associated with attempting to operate a power utility at this 
location. KPL also received $2.55M from KCFN towards the capital cost of constructing this 
line. The obvious expectation from this was that the line would be constructed in accordance 
with applicable regulations and code requirements. 

Myself, Tom Burns, and KCFN have been simply requesting that KPL work with us to address 
the safety concerns we have. Unfortunately, it seems that KPL/SERL/Sigma/Synex no longer 
have the technical capacity they once had as a company. Without this capacity they are 
unable to properly engage in the technical aspects of the issues being raised. As a group, 
we have no interest in losing the power supply currently feeding the Kyuquot Area, however, 
we will also not continue to accept the public safety issues currently posed to residents of 

 

There also remain significant jurisdictional issues yet to be addressed regarding KPL using 

KCFN powerlines for the purpose of transmitting electricity through to downstream 

customers. It remains unclear to me whether the venue for addressing these issues is with 

the BCUC or with the Courts.  
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I remain optimistic that the BCUC will be able to address the concerns raised around how 

the KPL utility is being operated though this current process. I believe this would enable 

the public safety risks associated with how the KPL and KCFN systems are currently 

interconnected to be resolved much sooner. 

Per,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sam Rogers, P.Eng., Principal 

SBR Consulting Ltd. 

Email: srogers@sbrconsulting.ca 

 

Attachments:  

1. Attachment #23 from BCUC Exhibit A2-10, March 11, 2020 email from KCFN to 
BCUC complaining about how KPL is being operated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cc:  Cynthia Blackstone, Chief Administrative Officer, KCFN 

 Tom Burns, P.Eng., Principal, TEBurns Engineering Ltd. 
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